ENGINEERED TO BE PHENOMENAL

DRIVER

FAIRWAY WOOD

RESCUE™

IRONS / WEDGE

PUTTER

BAG

7 IRON / 9 IRON / SANDWEDGE
From the no.1 driver company
in golf comes a 400cc
titanium driver designed to
provide incredible distance,
forgiveness, and easy launch.
We’ve created a driver
that delivers all-around
performance rarely seen in a
junior set.

A stainless steel head with a
low-profile that is designed
to provide easy launch off the
tee and from the fairway. The
larger head size will provide
added forgiveness and promote
confidence at address.

SET CONFIGURATIONS
K40
K50

5-8 Years Old

D, R, 9, SW, PTR, Bag

9-12 Years Old

D, FW, R, 7, 9, SW, PTR, Bag

SHAFTS
Shafts have been flex-optimized and made to exacting lengths to
help develop proper fundamentals.

GRIPS
Grips have been developed to meet the needs of smaller hands,
allowing proper feel throughout the swing.

The versatile, stainless steel
head design makes PHENOM
the first Rescue club that
junior golfers will be genuinely
excited to hit. The easy launch
and long distance will help
bridge the gap between their
fairway wood and irons.

Easy-to-play, perimeterweighted heads with plenty of
offset help square the face at
impact, enabling high, straight
shots with greater accuracy.
The multi-functional sole
is designed to provide easy
playability from a variety of lies
and turf conditions.

A face-balanced, centershafted mallet has been
designed for easy alignment
and soft feel. Heel-toe
weighting works to provide
forgiveness on mis-hits, while
the specially designed grip
offers optimum stability.

An ultra-lightweight stand bag
with dual ergonomic straps and
plenty of storage for the junior
golfer.

TaylorMade PHENOM sets are precision-engineered to provide the optimal length, weight, loft,
shaft flex, and grip size to promote proper swing mechanics for young golfers. The PHENOM
set includes every club necessary to gap their distances and execute all types of shots from
tee to green so they can develop their skills and grow their passion for the game.”
- Tomo Bystedt
Sr. Director / Product Creation

JUNIOR SIZE GUIDE:

Measure fingertips to floor
to determine proper size.

18”- 22”

6 PIECE / AGES 5-8

23”- 30”

8 PIECE / AGES 9-12

K40

(8 PIECE)

K50

(6 PIECE)

Club

Length

Club

Length

Driver
Fairway
Rescue
7 Iron
9 Iron
Sand wedge
Putter

39.5”
37.0”
34.5”
32.5”
31.5”
31.0”
29.0”

Driver
Rescue
7 Iron
Sand wedge
Putter

33.5”
29.5”
27.5”
26.0”
25.0”

